Data sheet: Tsunami® MP-10100 Series
Performance Matters. Proxim Delivers . ®

Tsunami® MP-10100 series
Very High Throughput Point-to-Multipoint Wireless Solution

Increase your multipoint capacity to over 630 Mbps throughput with the Tsunami® MP-10100 series
Proxim Wireless is a leader and an early innovator in wireless technology
providing high-speed, long-range and mobile broadband wireless solutions.
Proxim introduces the Tsunami® MP-10100, a very high throughput, high power,
extremely reliable and cost-effective, near-line-of-sight point-to-multipoint (PMP)
wireless solution.
The Tsunami® MP-10100 supports the following features specifically for last miles
access, video surveillance or mobility application that need very high-speed
broadband wireless access:
MOBILITY

Proxim WORP®, a highly evolved QoS platform
tailored to deliver voice, video and data
applications
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Lower overhead, Link
quality optimization
innovations and super
packing ensure maximum
system efficiency and
throughput

Whether supporting
one subscriber or 100,
the total throughput with
WORP® remains virtually
unchanged

WORP® offers
multilayer security.
A proprietary protocol,
AES implementation and
mutual authentication
deliver highest levels of
security

Centralized control of
the network and
WORP®’s advanced QoS
algorithms means the
network can support voice,
video and data simultaneously
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Proxim ClearConnect™, a suite of different
techniques all working together to ensure robust and
reliable radio communications in noisy deployments

Frequency Agnostic
Operates in unlicensed bands from 4.900 to 5.925 GHz
Flexible RF planning with 20, 40 and 80 MHz channel size

Near-Line-of-Sight and Advanced Features
Features dual Gigabit Ethernet ports with PoE out to power other devices such
as surveillance cameras or additional radios
Performs deep packet inspection (DPI) to create unique and sophisticated
service rules and tiered service classes with ease
BSU redundancy (500 milliseconds switch over time) and Dynamic Channel
Selection to ensure continuity of services whatever the condition
Built in spectrum analyzer to analyze frequency bands for interference, and
select the best available channel
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Proxim FastConnect™, a High Speed Mobility
solution for Buses, Trains, Metros and Ferries

High Speed Mobility for Buses, Trains, Metros and Ferries

World Class Performance
Point-to-Multipoint system that delivers up to 866 Mbps data rate and covers
distances up to 10 miles (16 km)
Dual IPv4 and IPv6 stack for transparent evolution to tomorrow’s networks
Triple level login with monitoring, simplified or advanced web interface
Built-in feature rich network protocols for bridging, routing and gateway
functionality
Railway certified High Speed Mobility up to 185 mph (295 km/h)

Implements AES encryption and Radius authentication for the most secure
outdoor wireless communications in the unlicensed frequency spectrum
Utilizes Proxim’s Wireless Outdoor Routing Protocol (WORP®), which prevents
snooping, and features highly-secure remote management via SSL/TLS1.2,
SSH and SNMPv3
Features Ethernet ports with pass-through IEEE 1588v2 synchronization and
support for 9k Jumbo frame

Product Line Compatibility
Connects to all existing Tsunami® MP-8200, MP-820 and MP-830 products
Fully integrates within ProximVision® Advanced Cloud Based Carrier
Management System and Controller

